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The Me and We of Individualism
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Abstract
In this provocation, I argue against contributors to the global publication The
Economist that the biggest threat to western liberalism is not equity but rather an
incomplete and misplaced definition of individualism. Such a definition does not
take the history of racism in the context of the United States (U.S.) into consideration. Through lessons taught by a heyoka of the Oglala Lakota people, Black
Elk, a refined conceptualization of individuality could center both the personal and
communal to set the stage for truly equitable policy development within the U.S.

Introduction
In their September 4-10, 2021 edition, writers for the international magazine
The Economist threw the English double decker bus at what they referred to as the
“illiberal left” (Anonymous, 2021). Steeped in classical liberal ideals (not those
sometimes associated with “liberals” in the context of the United States (U.S.)
regarding government support systems) of individual dignity, open markets and
limited government, the writers took aim at what they saw as a growing threat to
these personal-classics: calls for equity.
The contributors explained that while classical liberals and the illiberal left
“superficially” hold the same interests: the flourishing of all people no matter
race or sexual orientation, suspicion of authority and entrenched interests, and the
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desirability of change—the way each hopes to reach these goals are vastly different. On the one side, classical liberals purport, “setting fair initial conditions and
letting events unfold through competition.” Illiberal lefties, it was written, believe
in imposing “outcomes they deem just” (Anonymous, 2021, p. 9)
Scholars like Ibram X. Kendi (2016; 2019) and Robin DiAngelo (2018) were
targeted for advancing an ideology that panders to, “a caste system of victimhood
in which those on top must defer to those with a greater claim to restorative justice” (Anonymous, 2021, p. 9). Going on to quote Milton Freedman, who might
be considered the father of neoliberal ideals based on his 1951 article entitled,
Neoliberalism and its Prospects, The Economist contributors explained, “Illiberal
progressives think they have a blueprint for freeing oppressed groups. In reality, theirs is a formula for the oppression of individuals . . . Individuals, not just
groups, must be treated fairly for societies to flourish” (Anonymous, 2021, p. 9).
For the purposes of this essay, I define neoliberalism based on Goldberg’s (2009)
work, who described the concept as an economic, social, and racialized system
of societal norms based on personalized, often monetary incentives. Below, I argue that the biggest threat to western liberalism is not equity as purported by the
contributor to The Economist, but rather an incomplete and misplaced definition
of individualism that does not take the history of racism in the U.S. context specifically into consideration.

The Beginning: A Great Place to Start
Based on the quote above from the anonymous writer in The Economist
(which is a British publication by the way), it seems the crux of the worries from
classical liberals is a death of the individual and birth of a new caste system of
oppression—where “fair initial conditions” are imploded and replaced with tilted
systems of equity. In these illiberal systems, those who believe in individual liberties are pushed aside by illiberal progressives who are driven by misconstrued
ideals of justice. But, as Aristotle wrote, and someone then translated, and then
someone else interpreted, “those who consider things in their first growth and
origin . . . will obtain the clearest view . . .” (Aristotle, ca. 1252a26/1988). Therefore, to understand this ideological battle for progress, we should begin by asking:
Where do these ideals of individual freedoms come from?
Before trying to get back to the beginning, however, I think it pertinent to explain that I too was once a believer in classic liberalism. As someone who identifies as a white cisgender heterosexual man, I believed my experience in the world
was a universal one (Bennett, 2021). Based on this, I also believed oppressive policies that limited opportunities for populations of color in the U.S. were relegated
to our past. To me, everyone should be treated as an individual, racial identity was
not part of my salient identity, and therefore I did my best to push past ideas of
racialization in all my interactions. This experience led me to become a staunch
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supporter of neoliberal ideals (I considered myself a libertarian politically). I was
a passionate follower of Freidman’s (1951) work and his Chicago School of Economic thought. I read Hayek’s (1944) Road to Serfdom as an undergraduate who
believed government overreach with onerous policies like income tax punished
hard workers and did not allow the free market to work its magic distributing
wealth to those who deserved it: again, hard workers. Fairness in opportunity was
it. To me, the Civil Rights Acts of the 1960s ridded the U.S. of any systems of discrimination based on race, and therefore the playing field was even. The outcomes
of that field, however, might not be equal because either government got in the
way or some people just didn’t work hard enough.
I basked in the glow of market-based solutions to problems—if an owner of a
business discriminated based on race, well, the workers could quit and find a new
job thus creating an incentive for the owner to not discriminate. This freedom of
choice, theoretically, inherently shielded against such discriminatory practices. To
me, and many classical liberals, to choose was and is to have individual agency
(i.e., value in the self). These were the ideals that influenced my curriculum and
instruction choices as a high school macro-economics teacher and life in general
(Bennett, 2021).
Within my capacity as the former, I used the book and accompanying film
Commanding Heights (Yergin & Stainslaw, 2002) to convey ideals of free market
capitalism to my students. While I argued for equality, I also believed programs
such as Affirmative Action were examples of reverse-discrimination in that they
provided unequal supports for people of color unseen by white citizens in the U.S.
To me, if we wanted a fair and free society in the U.S., all racial and otherwise minoritized groups should be treated the same as those in the white majority—with
no perks given unevenly across groups. In this period of my life, however, I never questioned where ideals of individualism, work ethic, and individual liberties
came from. How did individuality become tantamount to freedom in my mind?

Beginning at the Beginning Again
To understand perspectives that connect freedom with individuality, we have
to start with the global-western belief system—caffeinated through colonialism
and stuck in a by-gone idealism that was construed by those who had the privilege
and power to define their own identity in the age of imperialism. It was members
of these groups, mainly land owning European white men, who established the
definition of “fair conditions” centuries ago. Such defining still affect our interpretations of these conditions today.
Juxtaposed on this genesis of fairness were others unable to either define the
conditions for fairness or themselves: slaves. As Roediger (1999) explains in his
powerful book about the white working class in the U.S. – individual liberties and
agency were developed as ideals in direct juxtaposition to western chattel slavery.
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In the context of the U.S., this relationship between the individual and slave is a
presupposition, a dialectic with one unable to be defined without the other. White
workers defined their freedom by doing everything in their power to be different
from a slave. For instance, Roediger explains white servants refused to acknowledge they worked for a “master,” and instead adopted a Dutch word, Bos, which
loosely translates to master, as substitute in an effort to not use the same terminology as slaves.
So, if the concept of an individual was developed in relationship to someone who was not free and is now understood by some as the pinnacle of western
liberalism and freedom, where does that leave the concept of individualism and
therefore classical liberalism today? What is the legacy of this conceptualization
of individualism for people who were unable to define themselves as individuals
in the past?

A Community Race: Who Decides Your Me?
Markus (2008) presents differences in definitions of race and ethnicity; both
socially developed and based on context, but rules to membership in a certain
racial group are often determined by the majority race in a certain context. In the
U.S. contexts, for instance, as described by Roediger (1999) above, white folks
have been able to historically define what it meant to be Black through their definition of what it meant to be white. Conversely, rules for membership and consideration as part of an ethnic group, as Markus (2008) explained, are often defined
within that group.
While I am and do consider myself white, I am also Jewish. This identity
marker gives me a taste, while phenotypically hidden, of marginalization from
the majority Christian white world. Such a marginal identity also provides insight
into the differences in race and ethnicity. Consider the reality that how I understand myself as a Jewish person is largely defined by members of my Jewish
ethnic group. To some Jewish folks, because I married a Christian wife, I am no
longer considered Jewish, neither are my kids—even though we’re raising them
with Jewish traditions: kosher Sabbath every Friday night, annually celebrating
Jewish holidays, appreciation for Jewish values—this just does not cut the turkey
bacon. Other Jewish people, though, of the reformed variety, allow for such interpretations of the religion and consider me just as Jewish as my Hassidic (i.e., Orthodox) brothers and sisters. Every Christian I meet though, considers me Jewish,
and their view has no bearing on those of the in-ethnic group: Jewish folk. This is
how ethnicities are defined “within” according to Markus (2008).
Racially, though—even in contemporary society, what it means to be a member
of a racialized group has often been defined by the white majority. Consider star
athletes such as Lebron James, James Blake and Michael Bennett—all accosted
based on their phenotype, not their individual values as athletes. No matter how
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much money they had/have, or how well they performed/perform in their job —
they were/are still defined as a threat by some in the white majority, resulting in
vandalism of personal property and/or being accosted and arrested by the police.
In the sense that race has been used as a categorizing and subjugating element
within U.S. history, however, it should also be considered through the socially constructed means of its existence. Milner (2020) explained conceptualizations of race
have historic, sociological, economic, and political implications. Race as a pure
phenotype, however, is often an overtly simple understanding of the concept that
most in the majority racial group within the U.S. (i.e., white) seem to hold. As
Helms et al., (2005) explained, race in its stereotypical phenotypical form should
never be conceptualized as an independent variable – used to describe reasons for
specific outcomes in society. That is, race itself is not what controls the outcomes of
a person’s experiences, but the socially constructed assumptions and interpretations
of a person’s race contribute to those outcomes. In the context of the U.S., those
socially constructed assumptions have functioned for almost three centuries to place
persons of color, and specifically Black individuals, as inferior in relation to their
white counterparts.
What scholars like Drs. Kendi and DiAngelo are arguing for is members of
society to fight against centuries of discrimination by explicitly supporting historically resilient (Ech-Hawk, 2019) oppressed groups through policy decisions
that consider the needs of people based on generations of racialized discrimination. This is equity. Developing supports that create better outcomes for those
groups—that is justice. What the biggest threat to western liberalism may be is
not equity—but incomplete and misplaced definitions of individualism that don’t
take race, in the U.S. context specifically, into consideration. The solution to that
is not to ignore race, fighting ignorance with more ignorance, but rather to fully
understand and appreciate the impact of race on racialized groups. To do that, we
have to understand the individual not as presupposed with the slave, but presupposed with the collective. In other words, a shift in the conceptualization of an
individual from, “I think therefore I am” to “I am because we are” (Paulson, nd).
Such a reconceptualization would then shift the argument from The Economist
that, “Individuals, not just groups, must be treated fairly for societies to flourish”
to be oxymoronic because individuals and groups would be interpreted as one in
the same.

I Am Me Because You Are We
The late comparative mythologist Joseph Campbell told a story in his interview turned book with Peter Moyers entitled, The Power of Myth, defining
the concept of “raw individualism.” In the story, Campbell described a vision an
Oglala Lakota named Black Elk had as a youth (Neihardt, 2008). In the vision,
Black Elk told of seeing himself on the “central mountain of the world,” and
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then he said, “but the central mountain is everywhere.” Campbell wrote, “What
you have here is what might be translated into raw individualism, you see, if you
didn’t realize that the center [of the universe] was also right there facing you in
the other person. This is the mythological way of being an individual. You are the
central mountain, and the central mountain is everywhere” (Campbell & Moyers,
2011, p. 111). This is the essence of raw individuality: both personal and communal. Each person is experiencing something on their own, but those experiences
are also happening together.
Campbell and Moyers (2011) also though, explained that some societies are
unable to reach this level of individuality based on social caste systems. Campbell
used India as an example. The Indian caste system is based on a religious system
(i.e., Hinduism) that purports social castes as being divinely ordained. The highest caste, Brahmin, are placed there based on a divine plane. Being born into this
place is society is a part of a metaphysical process of reincarnation. The lowest
caste, the Dalits or “untouchables” are placed there based on the previous lives of
a person who has yet to move beyond this level of human existence. Nothing in
this caste system is understood to be by “choice” or individual agency, rather, it
is part of an eternal process. This metaphysical orientation places the Indian caste
system beyond western systems of society, although the British did their best to
re-orient Indian castes into a social system based on western conceptualizations
of individuality. In India, humanist elements of individual choice are infused into
social policies. For instance, laws in western societies such as obeying traffic
signals are never considered the “word of God”, whereas in India social laws that
differentiate the Dalit from the Brahmin are thought to be very much divinely
created (Campbell, 2018).
While these differing societal structures do create vastly different geneses of
oppression between Indian and western societies, Wilkerson’s (2019) book Caste
shows us how the racialized history of U.S. governmental policies toward people
of color can be understood through the lens of a caste system. In this caste system,
people of color, and Black folks in particular, have been unable to reach raw individualism because, as Campbell and Moyer (2011) wrote, in these systems “. . . people
from birth are cookie-molded into the dharma [inherent order) of their caste. And
they are nothing but that. They never become human beings, individuals, but remain
‘dividuals’: people that are elements in a larger structure.”
The concept of caste as applied to the U.S. is one the writers for The Economist seemed to not appreciate. Interpretations of individuality pushed by classical
liberals also do not seem to be of the raw variety, but a type that places the person
at the top of the mountain without relation to others. Such an individual existence
is exemplified by Maslow’s pyramid of needs. In the heuristic, personal physical
needs are the foundation, or bottom of a person’s existence, and personal mental needs are the top. But, is this how contemporary definitions of individuality
should look? A more realistic individuality could be defined by what the writ-
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er and journalist Karen Lincoln Michel (2014) reveals: that Maslow’s hierarchy
is merely an adaptation of a First Nation’s perspective. In this understanding,
self-actualization is placed at the base of a person’s needs and “cultural perpetuity” at the summit. This perspective seems better aligned with raw individualism.
Cultural perpetuity is a Blackfoot Nation concept that places an individual only as
such in relation to others in the group. Like Black Elk’s vision—reforms in U.S.
society could be based on this conceptualization of raw individualism. Members
of this society would appreciate personal experience while also understanding
that experiences are being had collectively. Such reforms, therefore, would be
written by those who appreciate the ways social constructions such as race have
contributed to, influenced, and historically controlled experiences of individuals
in the U.S. Reformers would therefore consider outcomes of racialized oppression as they relate to the “fair conditions” of opportunity, and design supports for
groups negatively affected by such oppressions that could result in actual “fair,”
or more accurately equitable, opportunities.
In the U.S., the sort of “fair conditions” valued and vaunted as providing
the roadmap to individual freedoms might be out of reach with traditional liberal
conceptualizations of fairness. Centuries of oppression and the racialized caste
system in the U.S. warp the concept of fairness away from “equality” and toward equity. This is what the “illiberal left” may be trying to get U.S. society to
acknowledge and then work to reform. If individuality is re-defined with conceptualizations in alignment with the raw variety, new experiences of freedom may
arise. This could then result in definitions of individuality that cannot exist without an appreciation for the interconnected nature of our world being synonymous
with our individual lives. In other words, Black Elk’s vision of multiple central
mountain tops could be adopted in the western world, resulting in people defining
themselves in relation to each other—with the individual and the group becoming
synonymous with the “self.”
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